Relevance learning in learning vector quantization is a central paradigm for classication task depending feature weighting and selection. We propose a functional approach to relevance learning for highdimensional functional data. For this purpose we compose the relevance prole by a superposition of only a few parametrized basis functions taking into account the functional character of the data. The number of these parameters is usually signicantly smaller than the number of relevance weights in standard relevance learning, which is the number of data dimensions. Thus, instabilities in learning are avoided and an inherent regularization takes place. In addition, we discuss strategies to obtain sparse relevance models for further model optimization.
Introduction
Functional data frequently occur in many elds of data analysis and processing. These data usually are high-dimensional vectors representing functions with up to hundreds or thousands dimensions [1, 2] . Depending on data, the dimensions are also called (spectral) bands, time or frequency, etc. Examples for such data are time series, spectra, or density distributions to name just a few. Frequently, smoothness of the underlying function is assumed in functional data analysis [3] . The main property distinguishing functional data vectors from other high-dimensional vectors is that the sequence of the vector dimensions carries information and cannot be changed without information loss. Hence, adequate data processing is required paying attention to this special feature.
One successful method for classication of vectorial data is the robust Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) approach introduced by Kohonen [4] . The idea behind it is to represent the data classes by typical prototype vectors. This aim is in contrast to the widely applied Support Vector Machines (SVM) [5, 6] , which cover the class borders by so-called support vectors while maximizing the separation margin between the classes. Yet, a generalization of the standard LVQ (Generalized LVQ, GLVQ) suggested by Sato&Yamada [7] has been shown to be a (hypothesis) margin optimizer [8] . Moreover, LVQ and GLVQ show robust behavior also for very high-dimensional data and are therefore suitable for functional data analysis [9] . Frequently, the dierent data dimensions do not equally contribute to class discrimination. Peaks or valleys in certain ranges of functional vectors may be characterizing class features and, therefore, important for classication. An automatic detection of class distinguishing vector dimensions can be incorporated into GLVQ [10] . This strategy, called relevance learning, can be seen as a kind of task specic metric adaptation weighting each data dimension according to its inuence for class separation. The vector of all weighting parameters forms the so-called relevance prole. For the weighted Euclidean metric, the resulting Generalized Relevance LVQ (GRLVQ), is still a margin optimizer [11, 12] . In context of high-dimensional data this relevance learning approch leads to a large number of weighting coecients to be adapted. However, in GRLVQ each data dimension is treated independently such that for functional data the functional information would be ignored.
The idea proposed in this paper is to explicitly take into account the functional property for relevance learning in GRLVQ. In particular, the relevance prole vector is suggested to be a superposition of only a few number of basis functions. This strategy leads to a drastically reduced number of paramters to be adapted. We denote the resulting algorithm as Generalized Functional Relevance LVQ (GFRLVQ).
The outline of the paper is as follows: First, we give a brief review of GRLVQ to clarify notations. Thereafter, we introduce the new GFRLVQ. Further, we investigate sparseness in the relevance prole of the GFRLVQ model to obtain smart models. Thereby, sparseness is considered in two dierent kinds: structural and feature sparseness emphasizing dierent aspects of relevance model reduction. The theoretical part is followed by an experimental section demonstrating the abilities and properties of the new model compared to standard GRLVQ for dierent data examples.
Relevance Learning in GLVQ GRLVQ
To clarify notation, we start with a brief repetition of the GRLVQ stated as the standard LVQ algorithm incorporating relevance learning. It is based on GLVQ which provides a cost function for LVQ.
Generally, given a set V ⊆ R D of data vectors v with class labels c v ∈ Υ = {1, 2, . . . C}, the prototypes w ∈ W ⊂ R D with class labels y j (j = 1, . . . , N ) should be distributed in such a way that they represent the data classes as accuratly as possible. The following cost function, approximating the classication error, is minimized by GLVQ:
where the function
is the classier function with d
denotes the dissimilarity measure between the data vector v and the closest prototype w + with the same class label y w + = c v , and d
is the dissimilarity degree for the best matching prototype w − with a class label y w − dierent from c v . The transformation function f is a monotonically non-decreasing function usually chosen as sigmoidal or the identity function. A typical sigmoidal choice is the Fermi function
with x 0 = 0 and a = 1 as standard parameter values. The ς-parameter allows a control of the sensitivity of the classier at class borders but is generally xed with ς = 1. The dissimilarity measure d (v, w) is supposed to be dierentiable with respect to the second argument but not necessarily to be a mathematical distance. Usually, the (squared) Euclidean distance is applied. More general dissimilarity measures could also be considered. An important example is the weighted counterpart of the standard Euclidean distance
with relevance weights λ i ≥ 0 and
as normalization constraint. The vector λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ D ) T is called relevance prole.
Learning of w + and w − in GLVQ is done using the stochastic gradient
with respect to the cost function E (W ) for a given data vector v according to
and
with
In general, a parametrized dissimilarity measure d λ (v, w) can be automatically adjusted by adaptation of the parameters, again by gradient descent:
The respective algorithm is named Generalized Relevance LVQ GRLVQ [10] . It should be emphasized at this point that in the GRLVQ model the relevance weights as well as the vector components are treated independently as it seems natural in the Euclidean distance or its weighted variant.
Functional Relevance for GLVQ
As we have seen, the data dimensions are handled in GRLVQ independently according to their given (natural) ordering and, hence, an information loss occurs as a consequence in case of functional data. Further, GRLVQ requires a large number of relevance weights to be adjusted, if the data vectors are really highdimensional as it is the case in many applications of functional data analysis. For example, processing of hyperspectral data frequently requires the consideration of hundreds or thousands of spectral bands; time series may consist of a huge number of time steps. This huge dimensionality may lead to unstable behavior of relevance learning in GRLVQ. One approach to remedy this instability is proposed by Mendenhall and Merényi suggesting a modied update strategy of GRLVQ [13] , without further exploiting the functional aspect.
Therefore, relevance learning should use the functional property of data, if available, to reduce the number of parameters for relevance prole adjustment. For this purpose, we assume in the following that data vectors v = (v 1 , . . . , v D ) T are representations of functions v (t) with given values v i = v (t i ). Analogously we interpret the prototype vectors w = (w 1 , . . . , w D )
T functionally as w i = w (t i ). Now, in functional relevance learning the relevance prole vector λ is interpreted as a function λ (t) with λ j = λ (t j ). More precisely, the relevance function λ (t) is supposed to be a superposition
of K simple basis functions, K l depending on only a few parameters ω l = (ω l,1 , . . . , ω l,p ) and with the common restriction K l=1 β l = 1. Doing so, each parameters β l describes the inuence of a certain basis function. The normalization constraint (5) reads now aŝ
In consequence, the scaled Euclidean distance (4) now results in
which can be also written as
Obviously, if the basis functions K l (ω l , t) form an orthogonal basis system in the Hilbert space L 2 of quadratic integrable functions, an arbitrary approximation precision can be achieved for suciently large K-values [14, 15] . To ensure the normalization constraint (12) the orthogonal functions have to be normalized. However, an arbitrary mixture of any kind of basis functions is possible with, maybe, reduced quality and additional requirements concerning the normalization.
Famous examples of normalized basis functions are standard Gaussians or Lorentzians:
The adaptation of the relevance prole λ (t) is now achieved by a gradient descent of the cost function with respect to the basis functions' parameters ω l as well as the weighting coecients β l . In particular, we get for the weighting coecients of the GFRLVQ cost function
with classier function
the stochastic gradient as
with ξ + , ξ − as in (8) and (9), respectively. In case of the scaled Euclidean dissimilarity (14) this yields
For the parameters ω l,i the derivatives
are calculated analogously to (19) with ∂d
for the scaled Euclidean (14), where we assumed that integration and dierentiation can be interchanged. This operation is allowed if the partial derivative |
| can be majorized by an integrable function φ in the sense of Lebesgue and K l (ω l , t) is itself Lebesgue-integrable for each ω l [16] . For the introduced Gaussians K G l (ω l , t) we simply obtain
whereas for the Lorentzians
The choice of basis function inuences the achievable relevance prole. If smooth basis functions are applied, the resulting prole is smooth, too. Sharply peaked or non-dierentiable basis functions would lead to roughly structured proles. However, a mixture of dierent types is also possible to reect dierent aspects. Yet, this may lead to a reduced capability in terms of minimum approximation error compared to orthogonal basis systems for xed maximum K-value.
It should be mentioned here that we discussed so far a global metric valid for all prototypes. Obviously, this is not a real restriction: each prototype in GFRLVQ may be equipped with its own local metric, as it is also known from standard GRLVQ.
The learning of the prototypes takes place as in standard GLVQ/GRLVQ according to the formulae (6)- (9) applying the relevance prole λ(t), i.e. replacing there the distance measure d by d E λ(t) . Thus, the learning is structurally kept as vector shifts.
Sparsity in GFRLVQ
One important question is the optimum number K opt of basis functions needed for maximum classication performance. According to the paradigm of Occam's razor this can be related to a requirement of sparsity in the relevance model of GFRLVQ. We have to distinguish at least two dierent kinds of sparsity.
The rst one is structural sparsity emphasizing the sparsity of the generative model of the relevance prole with respect to the selection of number of basis functions. The second one we call feature sparsity reecting the sparsity in terms of data dimensions, which are taken into account for classication, i.e. the number of t-values for which λ (t) ≈ 0. Of course, feature sparsity is also be inuenced by structural sparsity. However, in feature sparsity the sparseness in data dimensions used for classication is explicitly demanded.
Generally, the sparsity requirement leads to a regularization eect but needs additional terms for learning the parameters of the relevance prole λ (t) as it is explained for both kinds of sparsity in the following subsections.
Structural Sparsity
In the GFRLVQ model the number K of basis functions to be used can be chosen arbitrarily so far. Obviously, if K is too small, an appropriate relevance weighting is impossible. Otherwise, a K-value too large complicates the problem more than necessary. Hence, a good compromise is desirable. This problem can be seen as a structural sparseness requirement in functional relevance learning model. Hence, structural sparsity controls the complexity of the generating model.
A suitable methodology to judge sparsity is based on information theory. In particular, the Shannon entropy
of the weighting coecients β = (β 1 , . . . , β K ) can be applied to quantify structural sparsity. Maximum sparseness, i.e., minimum entropy is obtained, i β l = 1 for exactly one l and all the other β m are equal to zero. However, maximum sparseness may be accompanied by a decrease of accuracy in classication and/or increased cost function value E GF RLV Q . To achieve an optimal balance, we propose the following strategy: The cost function E GF RLV Q from (17) is extended to
with τ counting the adaptation steps and γ S (τ ) ≥ 0 is the weighting factor which controls the sparsity. Let τ 0 be the nal time step of the GFRLVQlearning. In the GFRLVQ with sparsity this can be interpreted such that γ S (τ ) = 0 for τ < τ 0 holds. Thereafter, γ S (τ ) is slowly increased in an adiabatic manner [17] , such that all parameters can persistently follow the drift of the system. An additional term for β l -adaptation occurs for non-vanishing γ S (τ )-values according to this new cost function (27) :
This last term causes the vector β to become sparse. The adaptation process is stopped if the E GF RLV Q -value or the classication error shows a signicant increase compared to the time τ 0 .
Feature Sparsity
A dierent sparsity requirement concerns the data dimensions t contributing to the classication decision. In GFRLVQ this feature selection can be controlled by an additional additive entropy term
enforcing the sparsity in the relevance prole λ (t). This explicite sparsity control of dimenions needed for classication is substantially dierent from the structural sparsity. Here, the complexity of the model is not optimized but sparseness is judged in terms of non-vanishing parts of the relevance prole λ (t).
Maximum feature sparseness would lead to so-called line spectra as known from MALDI-TOF spectra [18] , for example, with spikes at the centers of the K basis functions in case of Gaussians or Lorentzians. The resulting cost function is
and the parameter γ F (τ ) plays the same role as γ S (τ ) in the case of structural sparsity.
According to the functional prole model (11) using the basis functions K l (t) we obtain for the derivatives
where we have made the same assumptions about the reversing order of integration and dierentiation as before Sec.3. Obviously, the two sparsity models can be combined. However, in that case, a careful balancing between the two sparsity constraints is important to avoid instabilities and unexpected behavior.
Experiments and Results
We tested the GFRLVQ for the classication of two well known real world spectral data sets obtained from StatLib and UCI: the Tecator data set [19] , and the Wine data set [20] .
The Tecator data set consists of 215 spectra measured for several meat probes, see Fig.1 . The spectral range is 850nm − 1050nm with 100 spectral bands. The data are labeled according to their fat levels into two classes (low/high). Further, the data are split randomly into 144 training and 71 test spectra.
The Wine data set contains 121 absorbing infrared spectra of wine between wavenumbers 4000cm −1 − 400cm −1 (256 bands) split into 91 training and 30 test data, see Fig.2 . These data are classied according to their two alcohol levels (low/high) as given in [21] .
According to the general shape of the data, we applied GFRLVQ using Gaussian basis functions for the Tecator and Lorentzians for the Wine, because the latter one is more sharply peaked. In the rst standard experiments we investigated the performance of the GFRLVQ for dierent numbers of prototypes and number of basis functions to show the general capability of the algorithm and its basic behavior. In the second step we run simulation to underlay the sparsity methodology. In these experiments we varied the number of prototypes as well as the number of basis functions. In particular we used K ∈ {1, 5, 10} basis functions for the experiments for each data set. Hence, the parameters for relevance learning are drastically reduced to 3, 15, and 30 from 100 and 256 for Tecator and Wine, respectively. The obtained classication accuracies are depicted in the Tab.1.
As we can see, these results are comparable to those of standard GRLVQ (see Tab. 1) or other approaches, see [21] . However, the results are achieved using a considerably lower number of parameters to be adapted for relevance learning compared to GRLVQ
The resulting relevance proles for the Tecator data set using 20 prototypes are depicted in Fig.3 . For the case of K = 10 Gaussian basis functions the respective decomposition is displayed in Fig.4 Figure 3: Global relevance proles obtained using dierent number K of Gaussian basis functions for functional relevance learning for the Tecator data set using 20 prototypes for learning. The richness in shape increases with K while keeping the relative smoothness. For the Wine data set the results are depicted in Fig.5 and Fig.6 , accordingly, using 8 prototypes. Lorentzian basis functions for functional relevance learning for the Wine data set using 12 prototypes for learning. As for the Tecator data set, the richness in shape increases with K while keeping the relative smoothness.
As one can expect, the shape of the relevance prole becomes richer with increasing K-values, while keeping the smooth character according to the smooth basis functions applied. Further, one can observe that heights, widths as well as the centers of the basis functions were properly adapted during learning for both experiments.
Sparsity experiments
According to the introduced kinds of sparsity we performed two experiments for each data set: In the beginning, models with 20 and 12 prototypes were trained using global relevance learning and K = 10 basis functions for each data set, respectively. There, Gaussians and Lorentzians were applied as before, accordingly. This training was based on the standard GFRLVQ cost function (17) . After this basis training the inuence of the sparsity constraint was slowly increased by linear growth of the weighting factor γ S (τ ) and γ F (τ ) for structural and feature sparsity, respectively. In case of structural sparsity judged by the entropy H S of the weighting coecients β l , this leads to a subsequent fading out of the several basis functions, see Fig.7 for the Tecator data set. In the beginning the accuracy level is kept. Above a critical sparsity, a drastic decrease of accuracy can be observed indicating the transition from sparseness optimum to a very low level, see Fig.8 . The related relevance proles at the beginning of the structural sparsity optimization, just before the critical transition and in the nal phase are depicted in Fig.9 . As one can see, the loss of the relevance peak around wavelength 870nm leads to the breakdown.
For the Wine data set the results for structural sparsity optimization are depicted in Figures 10-12 , respectively, showing similar behavior as discussed for the Tecator data set. However, here the information loss immediately begins with model reduction. This is accompanied by the disappearance of the small broad plateau/peak around wavenumber 3400cm −1 . In the second experiment the feature sparsity was investigated. The experimental setting was as before for structural sparseness optimization. For the Tecator data set the results are depicted in Fig.13-15 . Again, we observe a drastic loss of accuracy after approximately 800 time cycles corresponding to vanishing σ l -values for 5 basis functions. The remaining model is too poor to keep the information.
For the Wine data set again 10 Lorentzians were taken. As one can observe in Fig.16 , the width parameters η l immediately decreases. After vanishing of 4 basis functions after 4000 learning cycles a destabilization takes places but still with keeping the high accuracy after a short stabilization phase, see Fig.17 . This process is accompanied by substantial thinning out of the relevance prole, see Fig.18 . If the pressure of the entropic term is further increased the accuracy signicantly drops down and stabilizes at a lower degree leading to a very sparse relevance prole. In consequence, only a few spectral bands are sucient to distinguish the wine alcoholic classes. This result justies earlier ndings: The inuence of the data bands 130 230, corresponding to wavenumbers between 2000cm −1 and 1000cm −1 , seems to be class dierentiating [21, 22] . However, our simulations show that more or less the observation of single bands are sucient and, therefore, model complexity could be drastically reduced. 
Conclusion
In this paper we propose a functional relevance learning for generalized learning vector quantization. Functional learning supposes that the data vectors are Figure 18 : Relevance proles during the feature sparseness optimization process for the Wine data set: at the beginning of the feature sparsity optimization (blue -solid), just before the drop down of hte accuracy after 9000 time cycles (reddashed) and in the nal phase (green -dotted).
representations of functions. In consequence, the relevance proles are supposed to be functions, too, such that the proles can be generated by a superposition of basis functions of simple shape depending on only a few parameters. Hence, the number of parameters to be adapted during functional relevance learning is drastically decreased compared to the huge number of relevance weights to be adjusted in standard relevance learning. To obtain an optimal number of basis functions for the superposition sparsity constraints are suggested dealing with dierent kinds of sparsity -structural and feature sparsity. The sparsity is judged in terms of the entropy of the respective sparsity model: structural sparsity prunes the superposition of the weights of the basis functions used in the model, whereas feature sparsity leads to a reduced number of input dimensions based on width adaptation of the basis functions.
We demonstrated the capabilities of the functional relevance learning algorithm for dierent data sets and parameter settings achieving good results compared to other models. Further, using sparsity constraints more compact models are obtained. The GFRLVQ approach is here exemplied in the experiments for the weighted Euclidean distance based, for simplicity. Obviously, the Euclidean distance is not based on a functional norm [2, 3, 23] . Yet, the transfer to real functional norms and distances like Sobolev norms [24, 25] , the Lee-norm [23, 1] , kernel based LVQ-approaches [26] or divergence based similarity measures [27] , [28] , which carry the functional aspect inherently, is straightforward and topic of future investigations.
Apparently, this functional relevance learning approach can easily extended to matrix learning and limited rank matrix learning, which are proposed in [29, 30] . This would oer a greater exibility. First ideas are reported in [31] but are still under consideration and, therefore, subject of a forthcoming article.
